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Greece is making up for lost time with an investment boom in energy and infrastructure that is attracting strong 
sponsor and lenders support. 

Greece’s geography and economy offer up some unique challenges and opportunities for developers, with ports, 

aviation, waste-to-energy and solar thermal all attracting interest. Proximo’s event will look at the HRADF’s asset 
development programme, the Greek renewables auctions, secondary market activity and opportunities for new debt 

providers to take a prominent role in the market, alongside commercial banks and DFIs. 

Proximo’s Greece Exchange will be attended by 100 local and European leaders in energy and infrastructure, featuring 
representatives of the most active government agencies in procurement, infrastructure and renewables funds with a 

track record in the market, ad European infrastructure developers.

Join the conference to meet the key procurement authorities, ministries, local project finance lenders, institutional 
investors, and pan-European developers

MORNING COFFEE AND REGISTRATION

Keynote - Ministry of Infrastructure - Re-entering the global project finance market

Keynote interview: Greek infrastructure procurement in 2020

Lenders roundtable - exploring the ups and downs of Greece’s banking market 
• Examining the biggest locally financed deals in Greece. 

• Is there more space for DFI and commercial bank collaboration in Greek infrastructure?

• Which assets appear most bankable?

SUPPORTER
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M&A and refinancings - Testing Greek project debt and equity
• Which funds have entered the market in 2020?

• How much international equity investor capital needs to be raised before global project debt markets sit 
up and listen?

• As Europe’s renewables space becomes increasingly commoditised, how long before lenders’ appetite for 
project risk extends to Greece?

Chinese investment in Greek infrastructure following President Xi’s 2019 visit
• Case study on Piraeus Port project: will we see greater collaboration between EIB and Asian investors 

• How are is the presence of Chinese lenders, EPC contractors, technology providers and funds impacting 
the bankability of projects?

• What new partnerships are we seeing between local and Chinese developers and funds?

Keynote interview: Secretariat of PPP - Greece’s PPP project pipeline

Closing keynote interview: HRADF’s Asset Development Programme - Updates on Privatizations, 
Concessions, and prospects for international investment

CLOSE OF CONFERENCE AND DRINKS RECEPTION

LUNCH

Renewable energy auctions: Bidding and financing expectations in 2020
• Analysing April’s 500MW PV-wind auction results: did they match expectations?

• How has renewables investors’ attitudes towards auctions changed since 2019’s auctions did not reach target?

• How bankable are Greek renewables within peripheral European solar and wind?
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